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Continuous Improvement – The name of the game in airborne law enforcement. Every
dollar spent on air operations, if done correctly will multiply the effectiveness of your
operations many times. Let Air Bear show you how to implement the right tactics with cost
effective solutions.

Your Airborne Law Enforcement Partner

Air Bear’s Mission
Hello, I’m John Nielsen. My partners and I formed Air Bear Tactical Aircraft to address the need to provide
cost effective surveillance solutions and to share the lessons learned in my almost three decades of
airborne law enforcement operations. Let us show you how to employ proven mission tactics that get
results.
Air Bear, in partnership with our airborne law enforcement customers
continually demonstrates how game changing information from above is
dependent on a timely response to the scene. Fixed wing aircraft can quickly
respond to critical incidents, often arriving on scene minutes before ground
support. Employing the right aircraft and proven tactics allows crews to be on
patrol and ready to respond. Conversely, aircrews “on call” responding from
the airport where they’re based all too often arrive far too late to provide
effective support.
Reactive airborne response (“fireman response”) to critical police calls has proven to be ineffective. As
the average pursuit lasts less than 3 minutes, airborne assets need to be on station, ready to respond at
a moment’s notice. Crime in progress calls are typically dispatched when the suspect is already departing
the crime scene and by the time ground based air assets respond, the suspect is well outside the
containment perimeter. Airborne response has proven to be the most effective tool to provide force
multiplication and by employing effective tactics arrest statistics have improved quantitatively.
The most advanced aircraft and mission equipment has little value when it flies only a few hundred hours
per year. Our goal is to change that mindset, to engage in proactive air support, on every shift, every day,
with an aircraft that won't put your agency in financial handcuffs. Our philosophy is to field the highest
level of intelligent surveillance equipment, on easily maintained and affordable fixed wing platforms.
Services we provide






Custom fixed wing surveillance platforms tailored to your tactical requirements
Consultation services to determine your needs and determine the best solution for you
Tactical training for Pilot’s and TFO’s
Contract Surveillance Services (provided by MAG – an Air Bear team member)
Municipal Financing

Contact Air Bear
Airborne Law Enforcement Operations
John Nielsen
855-699-5489 Ext 2
johnn@airbear.aero

Federal & International Surveillance Operations
Walt Malyszek
855-699-5489 Ext 5
waltm@airbear.aero

